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Abstract 
   
This presentation describes the initial evaluation of an innovative structural concept for reinforced 
concrete in which unstressed prestressing strands and carbon FRP (CFRP) bars are used as primary 
reinforcement in a high performance fiber reinforced cement composite (HPFRCC) flexural beam.  By 
taking advantage of the high compressive strength, strain capacity, and strain-hardening behavior of 
the HPFRC matrix, as well as the high tensile strength of steel strands or CFRP bars, a flexural 
performance significantly superior to what can be possibly achieved with conventional reinforced 
concrete beams is obtained. The preliminary phase of this research which deals with laboratory testing 
and analytical modeling of beams designed according to the above concept is described.  The 
experimental program included three simple span beams and three two-span continuous rectangular 
beams (to simulated bridge decks). It is observed that such reinforcing systems would carry at least 
two times the load of an equivalent conventional reinforced concrete beam, while also providing at 
least two times the energy absorption capacity and related ductility. The crack width limit state as well 
as other serviceability limit states would also remain non critical.  Applications range from long-span 
(lighter-weight for same performance) structural concrete elements to concrete bridge decks.  
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It i
simplified design method as it allows engineers to generate more economical designs without 
compromising the levels of fire safety.  The key feature in advanced fire engineering design is the 
assessment of the structural fire resistance. This lecture presents an integrated approach for 
performance based structural fire engineering design and discusses the various methods adopted in 
modelling the behaviour of natural fire, heat transfer to structure and structural response at high 
temperature. Structural response calculations from simplified methods to advanced finite element 
modelling are presented. The basis to model geometric nonlinearity and material plasticity using 
appropriate constitutive law at elevated temperature is explained.  Various issues related to finite 
element modelling are discussed.  An attempt is made to link the fire resistance time with the 
emergency escape time so as to maintain adequate safety margin in fire design.  Finally, future trends 
for research work are identified. 
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such as earthquake and floods, floating structures look very promising. In this lecture, structural and 
civil engineers are introduced to the world of floating plated structures that have been gradually 
appearing in the waters off developed coastal cities and countries with coastlines. For the first time in 
history, plated structures are regarded as global structural systems in the forms of pontoon-type, 
although plates have been used only as structural components or elements in certain structural 
systems as walls, slabs, bulkheads and web plates. The lecture brings to attention the early, the 
present and future applications of floating structures and will provide a description of a very large 
floating structures (VLFS) highlighting its advantages (under certain conditions) over the traditional 
land reclamation in creating space from the sea. Included are topics of large-scale floating oil storage 
bases, Mega-float Project, JSSC’s Moby Dick and Yumemai Bridge of Osaka City, Japan. Recently, 
an attempt has been made to utilize fluid for seismic isolation. The typical and realistic one is partially-
floating structural system, in which the structure weight is partially supported by buoyancy and base-
isolation devices, such as laminated rubbers, for supporting the remaining weight. This new structural 
system first applied to a wind-tunnel experimental facility of Shimizu Corporation in Japan, which was 
completed just on August, 2005. 
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advantages of lightweight aggregate concrete is its low unit weight that reduces the self weight of 
structures and it is also ideal for applications in floating structures. With technology advancement, 
high-strength high-performance lightweight aggregate concrete with compressive strength of 100 MPa 
has been produced in laboratory, and that with compressive strength ≥ 70 MPa have been used for 
bridges and oil platform in marine environment. For reinforced concrete structures exposed to 
seawater, the ability of concrete to protect steel reinforcement from corrosion is an important issue 
that affects the long-term durability of such structures. This lecture presents state-of-the-art 
information of such concrete from material science perspectives, and discusses approaches to make 
lightweight yet dense concrete for applications in marine environment. It also describes a few cases of 
applications in marine environment including Heidrun tension leg oil platform in the North Sea and 
Nordhordland floating bridge. 
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Abstract 
 
The buckling displacements of a structure can be decomposed into two parts as the rigid 
displacements and natural deformations. The effect of rigid displacements can be duly considered by 
the geometric stiffness matrix derived for a rigid element from the virtual work equation using a rigid 
displacement field, and that of natural deformations approximately by the elastic stiffness matrix. For a 
two-node rigid beam element, the geometric stiffness matrix can be easily derived is the same, 
whether it is straight or curved, as long as they have identical nodal degrees at the two ends. Thus, 
the geometric stiffness matrix for the two-node curved beam element can be obtained by transforming 
the one in the Cartesian coordinates to the cylindrical coordinates. For a three-node triangular plate 
element (TPE), the geometric stiffness matrix can be obtained as the composition of the geometric 
stiffness matrices for the three rigid beams lying along the three sides.  

 
The geometric stiffness matrices in this way can be used along with compatible elastic stiffness 
matrices in the buckling and nonlinear analysis of various structures. The present approach is 
featured by the fact that all the geometric stiffness matrices derived can be expressed in explicit 
algebraic form. Good characteristics of convergence are achieved as the finite element mesh is 
refined. The robustness of the proposed approach is tested in the buckling and nonlinear analyses of 
various structures, including beams, curved beams, 2D and 3D frames, plated, and shells. 
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